Abstract. This paper presents an object recognition module development. This module uses a local feature approach to identify keypoints in free form objects and an unsupervised artificial neural network (ANN) to associate the nearest ones and get clusters of each object learned. The module uses A-KAZE feature descriptor and Growing Cell Structure (GCS) ANN. The module is validated using an own data base, with twenty real objects and twenty different images each one. Here is presented a variety of experiments using from five to fifteen trainning images per object and the rest of them for evaluation. This method gets good results with 100% of discrimination between objects and up to 80% of correct classification.
Introduction
There are plenty of works referents to object recognition showing good results [1] [2] [3] [4] . These works prove classification and object recognition is an issue solved for a lot of computer vision methods. These tools can use external features (size, signatures, polygonal approximations) or inner features (color, gray levels, texture). Additionally, the feature classification can be doing with different approach like ANN, support vector machines, statistical methods, etc.The choice of one of these methods depends of the problem, application or data base to work with. One of the current challenges is to get a method who can be used in real time, be faster and not need extra processing resource to be applied. Thinking in a human environment like an office or a house, where a human do his daily activities, it can be find several different objects. There are objects like phones, scissors, staplers, etc. These object are complex to modeling mathematically.
Then, if the goal is recognize them, a good solution is an object recognition method considering free form objects. The most methods like that use local feature to describe the objects in a faster way [5] [6] [7] [8] . These methods, detects visually distinctive points in images called: interest points, salient points, keypoints or corner points. The detection includes the keypoints scale, orientation and description making them a strong feature to learn and recognize an object. The most popular of them are Scale Invariant Feature Transform [9] (SIFT) and Speeded Up Robust Feature [10] (SURF). Recently, in [11] , it was develop KAZE, a feature detector and descriptor algorithm comparable to SIFT but with an increase computational cost disadvantage compared to SURF. KAZE evolved to A-KAZE [12] showing an excellent compromise between speed and execution compared to BRISCK [13] , ORB [14] , SURF, and SIFT. The keypoints alone can be classified with a nearest neighbors algorithm. But talking about free form object where the all 3D form is taking into account and there are a lot of keypoints describing only one object, should be used an optimized method to cluster the data. The best choice is an ANN, whom is an approach with a high popularity and a way for develop adaptive coefficients to make decision function by series of patterns training presentations. Actually, there are a lot of ANN variants and is hard enough to choice one that fully solve a particular problem. In the free form object recognition module, the patterns to be classified are those obtained by the method A-KAZE and it is chosen the self-organizing GCS [15] for classification task which have the advantage to increase and decrease dynamically his form during the training phase.
There are many successful object recognition models who take local features into objects representations. These models can often be broken down into two steps: a coding step, of the most representative features in a scene, and an association step, which summarizes the features over nearest neighborhoods or some similar clusters. Several coding combinations and association schemes have been made. The bag of words or bag of features it will be made more popular, works like [16] [17] [18] use it with supervised or unsupervised classification obtaining result about 84% to 91.4%. ANN supervised and unsupervised have been used too, like in [19] , the back-propagation algorithm with local signatures and self-organizing maps obtained a 75% correct classification. With unsupervised low level local descriptors [20] , a model based on bayes, PCA and combining SIFT-PCA [21] make more distinctive the representation. These obtained a 95% classification. The unsupervised feature learning with convolutional ANN [22] , [23] and [24] , and local descriptors using SIFT obtained correct classification about 80%, 85.8%, and 92.5%. Another using the same model [25] but with images RGB-d obtained a 93.23%. Cellular ANN and SIFT had been used obtained 90%. The disadvantage is to have large data set and large time. Also many of them use data base like COIL-100, CALTHEC-101 and others. The free form object recognition module contribution is: (i) the automatically data association obtained from A-KAZE with the ANN self-organizing GCS, (ii) the speed because use only a few views, (iii) discriminate well the objects between them, and (iv) easy to be implemented. A performance analysis is carried to prove using an ANN model and keypoints can be applied in a real time module, remains consistent, be fast and be accurate. To evaluate the approach it is considered data cross performances, confusion matrix and receiver operating characteristics (RoC) curve analysis.
A-KAZE
A-KAZE refers to a method based on KAZE but faster because the dramatic speed-up introduced by Fast Explicit Diffusion (FED) schemes and the low computational demand and storage by Modified-Local Difference Binary (M-LDB). In this section is briefly described the algorithm from [12] .
Firstly, define a evolution times set to build the nonlinear scale space in a O octaves and S sub-levels series mapped to pixels scale σ with
where M is the total filtered images number. Then the discrete scale levels set is converted to time units
The input images are convolved with a standard deviation Gaussian to reduce noise and artefact and to computed the contrast factor as the gradient histogram 70%. With both input images and contrast factor the FED scheme starts, the pyramidal approach algorithm 1 and inner cycle algorithm 2.
Algorithm 1: Pyramidal FED, nonlinear diffusion filtering
Data: Image L0, contrast λ, τmax and evolution times ti Result: Set of filtered images
The feature detection uses the Hessian determinant for each images filtered L i in the nonlinear scale space. The differential multi-scale operators set are normalized with a scale factor
The concatenated Scharr filters is used for computing the second order derivatives with step size σ i,norm . At each evolution level i, the detector response is check, if is higher than a pre-defined threshold and if is a maxima in a 3x3 pixels window. Then, the 2D keypoint position is estimated with sub-pixel accuracy.
The feature description use M-LDB with the derivatives computed in the feature detection step to compute an average approximation of the same areas in the intensity and gradient images. Finally, the descriptor vector of length 64 is obtained.
Growing Cell Structure
Next is briefly describe the unsupervised GCS model from [15] . The model is a Kohonen's self-organizing network variant. The main advantage over existing approaches is the model ability to automatically find a suitable network structure and size, achieve through a controlled growth process that also includes occasional units removal. The network dynamics is summarized in the next algorithm 3 and 4. Choose an input signal ξ according to P (ξ)
3
Locate the best matching unit s = φw(ξ).
4
Increase matching:
Increment the signal counter of s:
Decrease all signal counters by a fraction α in the network A:
4 Object Recognition Module
The free form object recognition module is proposed like the described in the Figure 1 . The module is divided in two main phases: Leraning and Recognition.
In Learning phase, it is used different object view images as input. Using A-KAZE extracts keypoints, process the data and pass trough the unsupervised GCS for classification. Each class is reserved into a data base with a label (name of the object). The Recognition phase, uses only one object view image as input.
As in the Learning phase, it is used A-KAZE to extract keypoints, process the data and pass trough GCS evaluation to obtain the object label. 
Module Description
After extract the keypoints from the images and before pass trough GCS, the data is processed. A-KAZE gets a big data from an image and all the data can be reduced to an histogram. This is proved with the process explanation next:
1. There are four images from an object in different views: front, back, left and right. For each view all the keypoints are extracted. 2. Each view is compared with the right. The Figure 2 presents the 50 best keypoints coincidences connected by a line.
The above shows, that images from one view to other, in an object, share many features. If the object has more images it will have more coincidences between views.
3. All the keypoints are summarized into an histogram per image from the previous object. The keypoints homogenization summarized the view essence.
The histogram keeps the information about an object view because it is learned all the keypoints whom are part of that view. In Figure 3 (a), the four histograms are overlayed to show the similitude between them and the graph errors from each comparison is shown in Figure 3 (b) . Also, a comparison between the object 2 in Table 4 and the actual object is carried out and the result are shown in 4. Once obtained the histograms per object, these are the GCS input. The GCS automatically do a nearest neighbor association of them. 5. The histograms belongs to an object will be classified into a neurons group.
Therefore, there will be more than one neuron per object. 
Algorithm Training and Classification
The free form object recognition module implementation is as follows. There are Training and Evaluation tasks. In Training task, as is shown in algorithm 5, the input are the images, object number, images number and the object label.
The module accurate depends of the images number per object. Although, in some cases, only five images are enough to learn an object. Using A-KAZE the keypoints are extracted and the histograms per image are builded. All the histograms are sent to ANN GCS to classification. Each class is saved in a data base with a label (object name). The Evaluation task, as is shown in algorithm 6, receives only one image per object to recognize as input. As in the Training task, uses A-KAZE to extract all the keypoints and builds the image histogram. Then, the histogram is sent to evaluation with the ANN trained. The ANN delivers the nearest class and the recognized object label.
Experiments and Results
The free form object recognition module validation is as next. It is used an own five real objects data set shown in Table 4 . Each of them with twenty views images to different sizes. The experiments are from 5 to 15 images to training and the rest for evaluation. The main parameters of each experiments, described in Table 1 are: training images number, evaluation images, ANN max neurons numbers and training steps. The neurons and epoch values are chosen to be between 100 minimum and 500 maxima depends of the training images number. In GCS ε b = 0.05, ε n = 0.005 and λ = N umOf Samples adaptation steps for all the experiments. The experiments takes randomly images from the data base for each object in each experiment. 
Results
The experiments results are shown in a confusion matrix for each one and RoC curve analysis for the classification. The confusion matrix is shown in Table 2 , However, the experiments percentages and the performance training time presented in Table 3 , exhibit two best with 92% correct classification, the rest up to 80% correct classification. The performance training time depends of the neurons quantity which at the same time depends of the images quantity. Considering the results and only the neurons quantity, the training time increase with a lineal approximation like (4):
The increase in time remaind small from a neuron quantity to other. If the images training increase to 20 the neurons should increase to 700 and the time will be 4.1705 s approximately. Remembering that are 20 images per each of the five objects, then, the module is considering faster. Additionally, the sensitivity and specificity experiments analysis is obtained using the true positive (TP), true negatives (TN), false positives (FP) and false negatives (FN) . The values are in Table 4 , corresponding to all the data classify in the five experiments, it means 180 images total. These operating characteristics can be reformulated slightly and then presented graphically as shown below in Figure 5 . The plots shows true positive against the false positive rate for the different possible classification result. These curves demonstrates, the tradeoff between sensitivity and specificity (any increase in sensitivity will be accompanied by a decrease in specificity). The curves follow the left-hand border and the RoC space top border, showing the test accuracy. The object 1, 4 and, 5 curves are closer to the 45-degree RoC space diagonal but still closer to the RoC space top border. These are less accurate but enough to do a good classification.
Conclusions
This paper presented a free form object recognition module development based on local features and ANN. The features identify free form objects interest points and are used as ANN input to cluster the nearest. It was used A-KAZE and GCS.
The GCS network uses from 100 to 500 neurons maxima in training. The module was validated using an own real object data base with five objects and twenty images per object. The ANN was trained with different images number per object. The obtained results are good ones with 100% classification rate and up to 80% recognition. It means the module can discriminate very well the objects. There are some confusions in the evaluation because it is necessary to give the system images with more features from object views. Future work is: (i) to increase the objects number, (ii) mix more similar objects to see the module performance, and (iii) to implement it in a humanoid robot NAO to do service tasks.
